
The story of ‘Oggie’ our Robot Composter 
 

Our initial inspiration was ‘Oggie’ the dinosaur 
who came to live at Kershaw’s Garden Centre 
many years ago.  The local children love to visit 
Oggie so we thought a dinosaur robot might 
be a good idea.  We agreed that it had to be 
more than just a composter! 

 

 

So the first requirement was a vessel to put compost 
in – as we had composters in stock we decided to 
use one as the starting point.  We decided to put the 
opening where the compost comes out at the back 
as this is where a 
child would expect 
the robot’s bottom 
to be. 

 

Now the one requirement of the competition 
was a window that the composting process 
could be seen through,  the Perspex for this 
was our only purchase for this project..... 

Wayne is the member of our team that can 
fix anything and build anything. 

Now what could we use to make 
a long neck?  A pot, a pot on top 
of a pot, ah ha – a plant 
support.... we also used tree ties 
to make handles so that the lid 
would be easier to get off once 
the head was built. 



To make it more interesting and easier for 
children to put composting materials into 
the robot we added a tube to form the 
mouth. 

 

 

 

 This is Sam who had lots of great ideas 
to contribute building pots up inside the 
neck to create a bug hotel. 

The pots were filled with cones, 
corrugated cardboard, straw, moss – 
and two strategically placed pots were 
filled with a solar ice orb to create eyes. 

 

Here’s Liz, the main designer adding a 
sedum tray to create hair.  We topped 
the head off with a water dish and bird 
feeder. 

Then, we stood back and looked at our 
hard work ....... Sam thought it and Liz 
said it..... ‘it looks rather like an insect!’  
Well you know how it us with us 
creative types we start out with one 
plan and it develops into something 
completely different .... and sometimes 
more effective.  

Oh look the eyes will even light up in the dark! 

A flap was added to the mouth so it can be opened and 
closed. 



 

 

We then wrapped the head in wire mesh to 
hold everything together. 

Having decided that our robot was an insect 
we felt the most appropriate would be a bee 
considering the recent decline in their 
population, so next came the paint job.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arms and legs were added, these 
could be made longer so that they 
could be functional to be used by 
children in a small planting area by 
the composter or a raised bed. 

 

The lighter areas of paint were to look like pollen 
on the bee’s body.  We added some windmills for 
antenna, wings were made from cloche hoops 
and plant fleece and.................... 



The Beebot All In One Composter was born! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This entry was created by the team at Kershaw’s Garden Centre, Brighouse. 


